
Week Five: Sunday — February 16, 2020
Da Lat,  Vietnam                    
 Different Strokes for Different Folks . . .

For me, one of the real joys and excitement of travel
is that it gives me the opportunity to learn and experience
new cultures and a large helping of new food delights. I can
assure you that Vietnam is “Ground Zero” for culinary
surprises. We Americans’ tend to be rather conservative in
our likes and dislikes regarding food but the Vietnamese
have a saying that rings true to me over and over . . . “If it
moves, we eat it!” It seems like nothing is spared when it

comes to creating
new and exciting dishes. I can honestly say that I have
been pleasantly surprised by their creative creations a
lot more often than being disappointed.

This past week I had the opportunity to
continue my culinary
explorations when the
decision was made to
empty one of the several
ponds on the novitiate

grounds so that it could be relieved of its precious bounty of
Vietnamese Catfish. The novices made a picnic out of it and all

classes were suspended that day
except for mine. My American
sensibilities kicked in immediately
when I was told that we would be
eating some of the lovelies that
were caught for dinner. Now, I’m
OK with fish if it comes out of a
fresh clean water lake or river but
these bad boys were living in a mud hole for at least two years. 
Boy, did I learn my lesson! The meat was clean tasting and
sweet. The secret was in the food that the fish were given. The
novices collected freshly cut sweet grass every day to feed the
fish and that seemed to do the trick. The fish stew was
delightful to the taste buds as it contained fresh pineapple
pieces, tomatoes, bamboo shoots, fresh mushrooms as well as
fistfuls of other mystery greens that I am clueless to name. I

think that one of the green leaves was a kind of mint. The culinary masterpiece was served over
freshly made rice noodles. May I have seconds?



Since I have been exposed to so many unusual foods here, I
thought it would be interesting to test the waters by making
something for the novices that they never had before. I had the
perfect examples of our typical USA fare: Peanut Butter and Jelly
Sandwiches and a batch of my hotter than Hades New Mexico
Chile with Pinto Beans. Fortunately I had the presence of mind to
bring some New Mexico Chile Powder with me as well as a couple

of pounds of dry Pinto Beans. I
also had a very large jar of
Crunchy Peanut Butter stashed
in my suitcase. This was going
to be a fun experience and I
wasn’t wrong.

Off I went to the “Big C” market in Da Lat which is
the Vietnamese version of Walmart. It doesn’t have the same
variety as its USA counterpart but their supply is adequate.
One of the big assaults on ones USA sensibilities are that the
fresh meats are just placed in display pans in large pieces. The
meat that I purchased for the New Mexico Chile was most
likely a beef cut of “Eye of the Round” or that’s what I want to
believe it was. If it’s not true, it oughta be. The most common
meats here are water buffalo, pig, and chicken. The rest of the

stuff is just plain “mystery meat” to me.

On the night before the big USA meal I cleaned the Pinto
Beans and soaked them in water overnight so that they would cook
faster. I also soaked a bag of Vietnamese peas or beans that looked
like black rosary beads. I wanted to be international. Today, Sunday
morning was the appointed time for the making of the Chile. To
prepare the taste buds of the novices to our American foods for

breakfast I put out the big
jar of Crunchy Peanut Butter
and some Apricot Jam
which they could slather on
slices of raisin bread. They
flocked to the goodies like
pigeons to scattered popcorn in the park. The stage was
set.

I am amazed at both the quantity and quality of
the food that is prepared in what I would consider a
primitive kitchen. There is no oven and the main
cooking device is a huge wood burning stove. It is

complemented with a two-burner propane gas cooker and a smaller one-burner flame thrower.
I’m not complaining. It works!



One of the novices helped me with the food prep by
cutting up all of the vegetable ingredients as well as the piece of
beef (or whatever it was.) A large pot was placed over the wood
fire and we were off to the races. First, brown the meat, then
add onions, season with freshly chopped garlic and sea salt,
add Green and Yellow Bell Peppers, add sliced tomatoes, pour

in the precious bag of New
Mexico Red Chile Powder and
let simmer for a while, then add
the cooked Pinto Beans and
mystery black rosary beans.
Correct the seasonings and
serve. Now the usual way to eat
this delight is with perhaps a
flour tortilla or some corn
tostada but since neither was
available it was served with rice noodles! Now, how’s that for
ingenuity? I was pleasantly surprised that the young men
devoured our creation and asked when it would be on the menu
again. 

Meal times are special here. Not only do the novices
devour what is placed before them they also engage in heartfelt conversation. It’s amazing to me
that their usual demeanor is one of humble gentleness but mealtimes are the exact opposites.
Their table conversations are anything but quiet. Obviously I am merely an observer because they
are speaking Vietnamese. They will always clue me into the main points of discussion but I am
merely an interested observer. I can say that they are quite curious about life in the USA and they
often ask me what it’s like. Right now I’m trying to give them a sense of what a snowstorm feels
like. I guess some things just have to be experienced.

Peace and All Good!

Bruce


